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The magnetic properties of GdCrO, are studied for a wide range of magnetic fields and tempera- 
tures T,, < T < T,, with allowance for the Cr-Cr, Gd-Cr, and Gd-Gd interactions. The angular 
momenta and threshold field strengths H :h, ( T )  are measured and compared with the theoretical 
values in order to deduce all the parameters characterizing the magnetic interactions in GdCrO,. 
In particular, the parameters of the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the Gd-Cr interaction 
Hamiltonian, which are important in determining the magnetic properties of GcCrO,, are found. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned with an experimental and theo- 
retical analysis of the magnetic (exchange) interactions in 
gadolinium orthochromite GdCrO,, which is a weak ferro- 
magnetic material with rhombic symmetry. Gadolinium 
orthochromite is of interest primarily because of the role of 
anisotropic Gd-Cr exchange in determining its magnetic 
properties. Since the Gd3+ ion is in the S-state and the orbi- 
tal momentum of the Cr3+ ion is "frozen," the theory pre- 
d i c t~ ' -~  that isotropic (Heisenberg) exchange should give the 
dominant contribution to the Hamiltonian describing their 
hyperfine exchange interaction. On the other hand, some of 
the magnetic properties of GdCrO, (e.g., the spontaneous 
spin-flip transition T,(G, F,)-+T,(F,F, ) at T, = 6.5 K (Ref. 
6) as the temperature is decreased) indicate that the aniso- 
tropic Gd-Cr interaction- and in pa r t i~u l a r ,~ ,~  the anti- 
symmetric Gd-Cr exchange1'-play an appreciable role. 
However, the parameters of the anisotropic Gd-Cr interac- 
tion cannot be found explicitly solely on the basis of existing 
data for GdCrO, (the magnetization  curve^,^ the tempera- 
ture dependence m,,, (T)  of the spontaneous weak ferromag- 
netic moments along the a and c axes,' e t ~ . ~ , ' ~ ) .  In order to do 
this, one must develop an adequate model for GdCrO, which 
is capable of describing its magnetic properties in a wide 
range of temperatures and magnetic fields. 

Some of the parameters for the Cr-Cr, Gd-Cr, and Gd- 
Gd interactions were calculated numerically in Ref. 10 by 
comparing the theoretical and experimental values for the 
weak ferromagnetic moments ma,, (T) .  However, the experi- 
mental data were too scanty to permit the determination of 
several important parameters of GdCrO,. 

Our purpose in this work is to find all of the Cr-Cr, Gd- 
Cr, and Gd-Gd interaction parameters responsible for de- 
termining the behavior of the system for T >  T,, = 2.3-2.4 
K, where T,, is the antiferromagnetic transition point for 
the Gd3+  ion^.^.^ We deduce these parameters numerically 
from angular momentum curves which we recorded for a 
wide range of temperatures and magnetic fields, and from 
the Hfh,-T phase diagram for the threshold fields. These 

experimental data yield much information concerning 
GdCrO,, including the coefficients of the thermodynamic 
potential for GdCrO, and, in particular, the parameters of 
the Gd-Cr exchange interactions. We were also able to sepa- 
rate the isotropic and anisotropic contributions. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

We found the magnetic interaction parameters for 
GdCrO, by recording the angular momentum and magne- 
tostriction curves during a field-induced T4,+T2 spin-flip 
transition. These curves were then used to deduce the H f,,- 
T phase diagram. 

The cubic 3 X 3 X 3 mm3 GdCrO, sample was cut from a 
single crystal grown by spontaneous crystallization from a 
solution in a melt. The sides of the cube coincided with the a, 
b, and c axes of the rhombic crystal to within 2". We used a 
strain-gage torque magnetometer to record the angular mo- 
mentum curves (L f,, (OH)=L,,, (6,)) in the ac plane for 
2< T< T, , = 170 K and magnetic fields < 10 kOe. The sam- 
ple temperature was held constant to within 0.1 K and the 
magnetometer sensitivity was 15 dynacm. 

The solid curves in Fig. 1 show some typical measure- 
ments. We see that the behavior of the curves depends on T 
and H: they are continuous for H > H fh, ( T )  (Fig. la, b) but 
have discontinuities ( jumps) at 8, = 7~/2 for H < H fh, (T  ) 
(Fig. Ib, c). We also note that the L,,, (8,) curves become 
negative for T below the phase transition point (Fig. la). 

We used a quartz piezoelectric transducer bonded to 
the ac-face of the crystal along the c-axis to measure the 
magnetostriction for temperatures 4.2<T<170 K and 
pulsed magnetic fields H up to 140 kOe parallel to the a axis. 
The sensitivity was better than l.lO-', which corresponded 
to an absolute sample deformation of A1 = l.lO-10 m. The 
relative error in each series of magnetostriction measure- 
ments was less than hjl,/A, = * 5%. Because of calibra- 
tion errors, the error in the absolute values was as large as 
+ 20%. - 

We deduced the threshold field H f,, ( T )  from the field 
dependence A,(H ") of the magnetostriction, which had a 
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Fig. 1. Typical angular momentum curves L,,,(6,) 
for GdCrO, for several different fields and tem- 
peratures: 1) T = 2.6 K; 1) H = 2 kOe; 2) 4 kOe; b) 
T=2lK;l)H=2.3kOe;2)10.2kOe;c)T=65K; 
1) H = 2.2 kOe; 2) 4.7 kOe; 3) 10.3 kOe. The solid 
and dashed curves give experimental and calculat- 
ed values, respectively. 

characteristic breakpoint at the field Ha corresponding to 
the induced l?42+r2 spin-flip transition. Some typical 
A,(H ") curves are shown in the insert to Fig. 2; the maximum 
error in determining H:h, was - 10%. Figure 2 shows the 
H:h,-T diagram found by this method. We will discuss and 
analyze the observeddependences H %, (T)  and L,,, (8, a, T )  
in the next section. 

3. THEORY AND ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

1. The thermodynamic potential 

The isotropic Cr-Cr exchange is the strongest interac- 
tion in GdCrO,; it is considerably stronger than the Gd-Cr 
and Gd-Gd interactions and determines the Ntel point (T, 
= 170 K) and the magnetic moments M ,,, of the Cr subsys- 
tem. We can therefore write the GdCrO, potential as the 
sum @ = @,, + @,, (Ref. 1 I), where the potential acr of 
the Cr subsystem is determined solely by the Cr-Cr interac- 
tion and @,,, the potential of the Gd subsystem, is deter- 
mined by the Gd-Cr and Gd-Gd interactions. 

We will use the expressionI2 

Q,, (F, G )  ='12AF2+'l~D (FG)' 

tl,'pr( b,G,2+d(F,GX-F,G,) -MoFH (1) 

for a,,, where F = (MI + M,)/2M0, G = (M, - M2)/ 
2M0 are the ferro- and antiferromagnetic vectors for the Cr 
subsystem; Mo = M ,,, ( T  = 0). 

Expression ( I )  is valid for F<G. The temperature depen- 
dences I GI = G,(T),  D (T), and bi ( T )  arespecifiedin (1) either 
phenomenologically or on theoretical grounds, e.g., by using 

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the threshold field H,",,(T) for the 
T,,+T, transition in GdCrO,. The points and the dashed curve show the 
experimental and calculated values, respectively. The insert shows some 
typical experimental magnetostriction curves /Z,(Ha) from which the 
threshold field H f,, was determined. 
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the molecular field approximation, cf. below. 
We now consider the potential of the Gd subsystem. 

Since the crystal field does not appreciably split the ground 
state of the Gd3+ ion, the dominant interaction is with the 
external magnetic field H and the effective field produced by 
the Cr subsystem. This interaction can be described by the 
Hamiltonian 

where JGd is the total momentum operator of Gd3+, g, = 2, 
a is the Gd-Cr isotropic exchange constant, and the ma- 
trix', 

for the anisotropic Gd-Cr exchange includes both the dipole 
interaction and the anisotropic Gd-Cr exchange. The f 
signs correspond to the two crystallographically inequiva- 
lent positions of the Gd3+ ions. 

The Gd subsystem is paramagnetic for the tempera- 
tures T >  T,, of interest, and its magnetic moments mr' are 
determined by the effective fields Hk, : 

( 1 )  ( 2 )  + - 
fGd= (mGd +mGd ) /2=xR ( H  ert. S H  e f f  

1  ( 2 )  r +  - 
CGd= (mGd -mGd ) / ~ = x R  ( H e f l  -H e f f  ) / 2 ?  

where 

are the isotropic paramagnetic susceptibilities of the Gd sub- 
system and determine how the latter responds to the effec- 
tive fields, which induce ferromagnetic ( fGd ) and antiferro- 
magnetic polarizations (cGd ). HerexR and xi differ slightly 
due to differences in the Gd-Gd interaction for the fGd and 
cGd polarizations; we allow for this difference by using the 
two Curie temperatures 0 and 0'. For mGd OHeff gk ,  T we 
thus obtain 

( 5 )  
The complete thermodynamic potential of the system is giv- 
en by 

@ ( F ,  G )  ='12AF2+'/,D (FG)'+' / ,  ZF,G,~-~,F,G, 
-Z3P1GX- (1-4-11) M ~ F H - T ~ H , G , - T ~ H , G , - ' / ~ x R H ~ ,  (6) 

where 
- - 

~ i = b i - x ~ p ~ ~ ~ ,  b2=b2-~~'pI:, 
C ~ = ~ ~ - X R P ~ ~ ~ - X R ' P U ~ ~ ,  % i = X R P x r ,  T ~ = X R I ) Z I I  ~ = ~ x R I M o ,  

d ,=d+a~, ,  d3=-d+at3, A=A-xRa2. (7) 

We now minimize (6) with respect to F, eliminate F, and 
express in terms of the unit vector v = G/I G / : 

where 

We will use the molecular field approximation for the 
temperature dependences x?(T) and G,(T), which are im- 
portant for TZ T,, . This approximation gives 

where 

A (T) = (11) 

and G,(T) can be calculated from the equation 

Go=L3:iz ( 2 )  , x=3Sc,G,T,,~,/T ( S c , + l ) ,  (12) 
where B,,, is the Brillouin function." We note that since 
S,, = 3/2, the crystal field does not contribute to the fourth- 
order anisotropy constants of the Cr subsystem. The contri- 
bution AKGd from the Gd-Gd interaction to K ,  and K ; is 
proportional to the small parameter 6-a /2HE and will be 
neglected, along with the contribution from the Cr subsys- 
tem to the magnetostriction; we will set K,, K ; ,  and K ;  
equal to zero.,' 

The above fundamental expression for the potential @ 
can be used to calculate all the observable magnetic proper- 
ties of GdCrO, for T,, < T <  T,, . The strong dependence 
of the coefficients on the temperature and the Cr-Cr, Gd- 
Cr, and Gd-Gd interaction parameters makes it possible to 
deduce them by comparing the calculated characteristics 
with the experimental results. 

In what follows we will first use (8) to qualitatively ana- 
lyze the observable magnetic properties of GdCrO,; we will 
then discuss the numerically calculated parameters. 

2. Spontaneous and induced spin-flip transitions in GdCrOJ 

Expression (9) for KG, shows that the anisotropic Gd- 
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Cr interaction will give a negative contribution to the effec- 
tive anisotropy constant in the ac plane which increases as T 
decreases. This contribution is the reason for the T4-+T, 
spin reorientation which is observed in GdCrO, at T, ~ 6 . 5  
K (Ref. 6). The temperature TR is defined by the condition 
Kac(T,) = 0 and is equal to 

T R = [  (TL+TI) '+2(TI-T2) (0'-6) + (a1-i3)21 '"- (ar-!-g) 12, 

where 
(1 3) 

The weak ferromagnetic moments m, (T)  in the T4 GdCrO, 
phase and mo ( T )  in the T, phase are given by the expressions 

where 

m, (T) = m , ( ~ ) v , ~ = m ~ , ~ +  ~ , H ~ S G , ,  (15) 

We note that unlike m,, and H zg, m , ,  and Hz; are of con- 
stant sign in the T4 (or T,) equilibrium states. Experimental 
results6.' indicate that the weak ferromagnetic moment 
m, ( T )  along the c axis vanishes at a temperature T = T', 
whose value appears to vary somewhat ( T i  = 143 K in Ref. 
7 and 1 10 K in Ref. 6). Analysis of the experimental data in 
Ref. 6 indicates that ma ( T )  also vanishes at a point T", TT', . 
This implies that the effective fields H zff and H :, are both of 
negative sign. We also note that H zff and H :, have opposite 
signs: 

HZ, = H ~ ~ V , ~ = H ( L , ~ ~  sign d, He, =He, v,O=-El,, sign d.  

According to Ref. 6, Hz, = - 6.4 1 0 . 5  kOe and He, 
= - 5.5 + 0.2 kOe. 

The systems is in the T4 phase for T >  TR, and a spin- 
flip transition to the T2 phase occurs when an external mag- 
netic field H is applied parallel to the a axis. The threshold 
field H%, (T)  for the T42-tI?2 transition is determined by 
(a 2@/a8 2)8  = O,ir = 0 and is given by 

This formula accurately reflects the qualitative and quanti- 
tative behavior of the observed dependence H f,, ( T )  (cf. be- 
low). We have H :,,, --Kac/lmx - 2mfl-+0 for T-+TR or 
T,, , while H fh, has a maximum - ( K ~ , / A ~ ) " ~  for T- T ", 
(Fig. 2). For T <  T,, an external magnetic field H parallel to 
the c axis will similarly induce a T2+T, phase transition. 
The threshold field in this case is given by (1 6) with m, and 
K,, replaced by m, and - KO,, respectively. 

3. Behavior of the angular momentum in the ac-plane 

When the external field rotates in the ac plane, an angu- 
lar momentum acts on the crystal along the b ( y) axis: 

L,:-L,,,= [H, am/a~],=am/ae,. 
Here the equilibrium values of v are found from the equation 
d@/a8 = 0, where the angles 0 and 8, determine the orien- 
tation of v (or G )  and H relative to the c axis in the ac plane. It 
is not possible to derive exact analytic expressions for L,,, 
for arbitrary orientations ofH; we will therefore analyze L,,, 
by using approximate formulas valid for certain magnetic 
field ranges. 

1) For weak fields (H(H f,,), 

L,,,=v,Orn,FI sill €),[I- (xr,,F12iKac)f ( O h )  I 
( S X - X , , ~  H' sin 20,, 

where 

xrot= (n,f m')2/K,,, vrO=sign(m, cos 0,) , 

and the function f (0,) is - 1. When 8, passes through the 
values + r / 2 ,  i.e., when the sign of the projection of H on 
the c axis changes, the system goes from one angular phase 
into the other (for H < H f h , )  and there is an abrupt jump 
("discontinuity") in the curve L,,, (8,) which is described by 
the first term in Eq. (17). The magnitude of the jump initially 
increases with H but then decreases and vanishes for 
H = Hf,, . Figure Ib, c shows some typical experimental 
curves L,,, (8,) for GdCrO, in this case. 

b) For strong fields ( AxH '%Ka,, ( m , ,  (H ), 

L,,,=sin 20H[1/?K,,i-H(m,-i-m,)sign m,]. (1 8) 

In this case the angular dependences L,,,(8,) are smooth 
curves without any jumps (Fig. la, b). 

We note that Eq. (1 8) in fact remains valid for GdCrO, 
for a wider range of fields: H) I Kac /m,, 1. This is a conse- 
quence of the small anisotropies of the weak ferromagnetic 
moments along the a and c axes m, =: -m, or 
H zff - - H:, ), as can be seen from the fact that the curves 
L,,, (8,) are almost independent H for this range of fields 
(Fig. la). The anisotropy constant Kac (18) thus gives the 
dominant contribution to L,,, in this case. This is particular- 
ly apparent in the change of sign in the L,,, (0,) curves when 
T passes through the reorientation transition point T, z 6.5 
K (Fig. la, b). 

4. NUMERICAL DETERMINATION OF THE MAGNETIC 
INTERACTION PARAMETERS FOR GdCrO, 

We took the nine quantities x?, m&, K ::, H zff, H :, , a, 
p,,, 0, and 8 ' as the independent parameters which describe 
the magnetic interactions in GdCrO, and can be found from 
the experimental data. The other quantities (the parameters 
of the thermodynamic potential) were taken to be T,, = 170 
K, M, = 2S,,p,N = 65 G.cm3/g, C = 3. 15.10-2 cm3.K/g. 
The temperature T; at which m,(T) vanishes was also as- 
sumed to lie in the interval 140 < T', < 145 K (Ref. 7). 

The GdCrO, parameters were calculated to give the 
closest agreement between the experimental results and the 
theoretical angular momentum curves (calculated numeri- 
cally) and threshold fields Hfh, [cf. (16)l. We did this by 
minimizing the variance 
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TABLE I. Magnetic interaction parameters for GdCrO, found by com- 
paring theory and experiment. 

*A different terminology was employed in Ref. 10; the values given here 
are therefore rescaled to correspond to our terminology. 

Parameter Our work 1 161 

m:,, G.cm3/g 

~ c r  
ac, erg/g 

with respect to the nine independent parameters. The num- 
ber of experimental values L I,, was chosen large enough to 
fully reflect the characteristic features of the field, angular, 
and temperature dependences of the angular momentum but 
not so large as to increase the computational time unduly. 
We used a special code based on the grazing error method to 
minimize V. 

The GdCrO, parameters found by this method are 
shown in Table I. We found that the minimum value of Vwas 
insensitive to variations of f 10-15% in the data points 
(these variations were comparable to the experimental er- 
ror). 

Figures 1 and 2 show some of the experimental and 
theoretical curves L,,, (9, ,H, T )  and H f,, (T  ), which were 
calculated f o r ~ ?  = 1.49.10-5 cm3/g, rn:, = 1.19 G.cm3/g, 

I101 * 

TABLE 11. The elements of the anisotropic interaction matrix k. 

Parameter, kOe 1 d > l  

1.1-1.3 

(3.7-4.0) 104 

Pxz - p,d;p + fJ2 
PE 
Pzx = p;;p + P:; 

ex 
pz2 

Ps ( ~ x r  + ~zx ) /2  

Pas = ( ~ x z  - ~zx ) /2  -- PZ 
dip PEX = Fs - P, 

dip 
*pyr= Pyz + pe$: 
* ex 

p,, 
pdip = dip - dip 

xz Pix - P s  

pdip - dip 
uz - p z u  

1.6 (c-axis) 
1.9 (a-axis) 

- 

*Here the different signs 

1.1 

- 

, ofp, are unrelated with the sign of d. 

K:: = 4-lo4 erg/g, H:, = - H:, = 5.2 kOe, a = - 115 
kOe,Ip,,/ =3.8kOe,9=2.79K,and9'= 1.55K.Themin- 
imum V = 2.43 found for these parameter values corre- 
sponds to a mean square error of 15%. 

Table I also presents some of the values found in Refs. 6 
and 10 for GdCrO,. On the whole, they agree with our re- 
sults. The values of H :,, H :, , a, etc., found by this method 
can be used to calculate the elements of the matrixi describ- 
ing the anisotropic Gd-Cr interaction: 

p,,= (H:, -a I d l / A )  sign d, p,,= (-H& +a ( d  / / A )  sign d. 

where sign (d ) is the sign of the Dzyaloshinskii constyt d. 
Table I1 presents values for.the elements of the matrix P and 
separates the exchange from the theoretically calculated di- 
pole contribution. We see that the antisymmetric Gd-Cr ex- 
change gives the dominant contribution to the matrix ele- 
ments~,, and p, . 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have thus studied the magnetic properties of 
GdCrO, experimentally and theoretically for temperatures 
T,, < T <  T,, and derived the thermodynamic potential of 
the system, which is determined by the properties of the Cr- 
Cr, Gd-Cr, and Gd-Gd interactions. The interaction pa- 
rameters were calculated numerically and compared with 
experimental data on H f,, ( T )  and L,,, (9, ,H,T). Some of 
these parameter values are in agreement with the results 
found previously in Refs. 6 and 10 (cf. Table I). In addition, 
we have calculated some previously unknown parameters of 
GdCrO, @,,, , K,Cf, etc.), which enabled us to distinguish the 
isotropic and anisotropic contributions of the Gd-Cr inter- 
action to the effective fields H :, and H :, experienced by the 
Gd3T ions. We calculated the corresponding parameters of 
the P matrix for the anisotropic Gd-Cr interaction and 
showed that the matrix elementsp, andp, are determined 
primarily by the antisymmetric Gd-Cr exchange, which ac- 
counts for roughly 50% of the total contribution to Hk", and 
Hz,. The anisotropic (and particularly the antisymmetric) 
contribution to the Gd-Cr interaction is thus important in 
determining the magnetic properties of GdCrO,. 

We thank K. P. Belov, A. M. Kadomtseva, and A. K. 
Zvezdin for their interest in this work and for several valu- 
able comments. 

"Anisotropic Gd-Fe exchange has also been found to be appreciable in 
GdFeO, (Ref. 9). 

"In our subsequent quantitative analysis of the experimental data and 
determination of the parameters of the thermodynamic potential, we will 
use only the experimental data for T 5  0.7 T,., , , for which the tempera- 
ture dependences G,(T) and x?(T)  play a minor role compared to the 
temperature dependence of the coefficlents of the thermodynamic poten- 
tial (this latter dependence is caused by the Gd-Cr interaction). It is 
therefore legitimate to employ the molecular field approximation. Al- 
though this approximation is not quantitatively correct for T close to 
T,, , it nevertheless correctly describes the qualitative form of the ex- 
perimental Hf,, curve (cf. Fig. 2). 

3'Unless T is very close to the transition temperature T, -6.5 K for the 
T,+T, reorientation and one is interested in the nature of this transi- 
tion, one may neglect these contributions to K,, as well as the contribu- 
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tions from terms which are of higher order in the expansion parameter 
m:, H,,/k, T for the thermodynamic potential.' 
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